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Abstract
Coalgebra is used to generalize notions and techniques from concurrency theory, in order to apply
them to problems concerning the supervisory control of discrete event systems. The main ingre-
dients of this approach are the characterization of controllability in terms of (a variant of) the
notion of bisimulation, and the observation that the family of (partial) languages carries a nal
coalgebra structure. This allows for a pervasive use of coinductive denition and proof principles,
leading to a conceptual unication and simplication and, in a number of cases, to more general
and more ecient algorithms.
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1 Introduction
Coalgebra can be understood as a theory that deals with behavioural aspects of dynamic systems
in a rather wide sense. Behaviour is often appropriately viewed as consisting of both dynamics
and observations, which have to do with change of states and partial access to states, respectively.
Therefore many types of automata are typical examples of coalgebras: their dynamics is given by
state transitions, and what can be observed of a given state is, for instance, whether it is accepting
or not. But many other types of examples exist as well, such as the data type of streams (innite
sequences), with the convention that of a stream, only the rst element is actually observable,
and where change of state consists of removing the rst element (thus creating the possibility of
observing the second element of the stream).
Precisely as the notion of congruence is central to the theory of (universal) algebra, much of
the theory of (universal) coalgebra [Rut96, JR97] is centered around the notion of bisimulation.
This notion was originally invented by Park [Par81] and Milner [Mil80], in order to formalize the
behavioural equivalence of concurrent processes. Bisimulation was later introduced into the world
of coalgebra by Aczel and Mendler [AM89], who gave a categorical denition of bisimulation that
applies to arbitrary coalgebras. The scope of this new denition of bisimulation is far more general
than the original one, and applies to many types of systems, including not only Park and Milner’s
concurrent processes, but also various kinds of data types and automata. Using the (generalized)
notion of bisimulation, Aczel [Acz88] formulated a principle of coinduction, in very much the same
way as Milner had introduced his ‘bisimulation proof method’: In order to prove that two processes
are behaviourally equivalent (bisimilar), it is sucient to establish the existence of a bisimulation
relation between them. This principle of coinduction is particularly useful for coalgebras that are
nal , a notion dual to that of initiality in algebra. On a nal coalgebra, bisimilarity coincides
with equality, whereby proving equality amounts to constructing bisimulation relations.
The aim of the present paper is to apply coalgebraic reasoning to some problems regarding
the control of dynamical systems. More specically, we shall be dealing with the supervisory
control of discrete event systems, introduced by Ramadge and Wonham [RW89, WR87]. In their
formulation, the problem of controllability amounts to restraining the behaviour of a system by
forbidding (but only when necessary) certain events (inputs) at certain moments, in such a way
that the resulting behaviour satises a given specication, and moreover such that a xed family
of so-called uncontrollable events are never forbidden.
Discrete event systems are just deterministic (Moore) automata with partial transition func-
tions. They will be dened here as coalgebras, along with the notions of homomorphism and
bisimulation. The main relevance of these notions is their role in the characterization of the au-
tomaton L of partial languages . These partial languages are actually pairs of languages (subsets
of words), and represent what in control theory are called the marked behaviour and the closed
behaviour of automata. Using the notion of input derivative [Brz64, Con71], the set L can be sup-
plied with an automaton structure, which is nal among all automata. The nality of L gives rise
to both denitions and proofs by coinduction. Since this will be our main instrument for tackling
the problems of controllability, relatively much time is spent on the introduction and illustration
of both denitions and proofs by coinduction. Again using the notion of derivative, coinductive
denitions of operators on languages take the shape of what could be called behavioural dierential
equations (in the same style as Conway’s dierential calculus of events [Con71]). In Section 6,
coinductive denitions of a number of operators on languages are giving, including a new operator
called supervised product. Section 7 contains a rather long list of examples of proofs by coinduc-
tion, which we hope will allow the reader to become familiar with this somewhat unusual way of
reasoning.
It is not until Section 8, then, that we actually turn to the problem of controllability. Varying
the notion of bisimulation, we introduce control relations (and partial bisimulations), which gen-
eralize Ramadge and Wonham’s notion of controllable sublanguage, and which are used in a new
coinduction principle for proving controllability: In order to prove that one language is controllable
with respect to another, it is sucient to establish the existence of a control (or a partial bisimu-
lation) relation between them, just as showing the equality of languages by coinduction amounts
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to nding (ordinary) bisimulation relations. Here we can prot from the coinductive denitions
of the operators on partial languages, since they are formulated in terms of derivatives, which is
exactly what is needed for the construction of control and partial bisimulation relations.
Sections 9 and 10 deal with the problem of constructing supremal controllable sublanguages,
which was originally solved by Ramadge and Wonham. Here a solution is presented which is
based on the nality of the automaton of partial languages, and which uses the coinductive char-
acterizations of controllability mentioned above. Showing the existence of a supremal controllable
sublanguage (of a given language and satisfying a certain specication) then amounts to the ob-
servation that control and partial bisimulation relations are closed under arbitrary unions, as is
the case for ordinary bisimulations. Varying the well-known characterization of bisimilarity as the
greatest xed-point of a monotone operator on a set of relations [Mil89], repeated here for partial
Moore automata in Section 3, next leads to algorithms for computing automaton representations
for such supremal languages. These algorithms are mildly more general than the ones in [WR87],
and are easily shown correct by coinduction. In Section 11, yet another illustration of the coalge-
braic approach is presented, by giving a coinductive denition of the transformation of a (Moore)
automaton into one that is output-control-consistent [Won99]. The procedural reading of this
coinductive denition gives rise to a new and rather ecient algorithm. Section 12 makes some
comparisons with existing work, including the one paper on the relation between bisimulation and
supervisory control we are aware of [BL98], mentions some further references to the literature, and
discusses some topics for future research. Finally, some proofs and examples have been included
as appendices, together with a brief note on the relation between the nal automaton L and the
algebraic notion of Nerode equivalence.
2 A few mathematical preliminaries
Partial functions: Partial functions between sets X and Y will be modelled as ordinary (total)
functions  : X ! (1 + Y ). Here 1 is any one-element set, suggestively written as 1 = f*g, and
+ is disjoint union. For x in X , (x) = * means that (x) is undened, also simply denoted by
(x)*. Dually, (x)+ denotes that (x) is dened, that is, (x) 2 Y . The domain of  is dened
as the set dom() = fx 2 X j (x)+g.
Words : Let A = fha1;    ; ani j n  0 and ai 2 Ag be the set of all words over A, including
the empty word (n = 0), denoted by ". For a in A, a will be a shorthand for fag. Let vw
denote the concatenation of two words v and w in A; v  w denotes that v is a prex of w. The
prex-closure of a set of words V  A is the set V = fw 2 A j 9 v 2 V : w  vg. The set V is
prex-closed if V = V . Furthermore, we dene the a-derivative of V by Va = fw 2 A j aw 2 V g.
More generally, for a word w in A, Vw = fv 2 A j wv 2 V g.
Power set : The power set of a set X is the collection of all its subsets: P(X) = fV j V  Xg.
3 Moore automata
Let A and B be two arbitrary sets. A partial Moore automaton (or Moore machine) with inputs in
A and outputs in B is a pair S = (S; ho; ti) consisting of a set S of states , and a pair of functions
ho; ti : S ! B  (1 + S)A;
consisting of an output function o : S ! B and a transition function t : S ! (1 + S)A. The
function t assigns to each state s in S a function t(s) : A! (1 + S), which for any input symbol
(also called event) a in A is either undened: t(s)(a)*, meaning that from s no a-transition can
take place; or species the state that is reached after the input symbol a has been consumed:
t(s)(a) 2 S. We shall usually say Moore automaton, omitting the word partial.
The following notation will be helpful. We write s a−! i t(s)(a)+, in which case we dene
sa = t(s)(a) and write s
a−!sa. More generally, dene s "−! to hold always, put s" = s and write
s "−!s. Assuming, by induction, that s w−!sw has been dened, dene s wa−! i t(sw)(a)+, put
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swa = t(sw)(a), and write s wa−!swa. Some further notation: s−! i there exists a in A with s a−!;
and s a−6! i t(s)(a)*.
A homomorphism between Moore automata S = (S; ho; ti) and S0 = (S0; ho0; t0i) is a function
f : S ! S0 with, for all s 2 S and a 2 A:
o0(f(s)) = o(s) and: s a−! i f(s) a−! ; in which case: f(s)a = f(sa):
It is straightforward to see that the family of all Moore automata and homomorphisms between
them, is a category: identity mappings are homomorphisms, and the functional composition of
two homomorphisms is again a homomorphism. In fact, a Moore automaton is a coalgebra of the
functor F = B  (1 +−)A : Set ! Set , which are pairs (S; ) consisting of a set S and a function
 : S ! F (S) (denoted above by ho; ti). Correspondingly, homomorphisms of Moore automata
are precisely F -coalgebra homomorphisms. Although much of what follows is based on general
notions and insights from the abstract theory of coalgebra|such as the notion of bisimulation to
be introduced below|we have tried to keep the paper self-contained and do not assume any prior
knowledge on coalgebra or categories. The interested reader is referred to [Rut96] and [JR97].
A Moore automaton S0 = (S0; ho0; t0i) is a subautomaton of S = (S; ho; ti) if S0  S and the
inclusion function i : S0 ! S is a homomorphism. Given S = (S; ho; ti) and S0, the functions o0
and t0 in that case are uniquely determined. For a state s in S, hsi denotes the subautomaton
generated by s: it is the smallest subautomaton of S containing s, and can be obtained by including
all states from S that are reachable via a nite number of transitions from s. Homomorphisms
map subautomata to subautomata: for a homomorphism f : S ! T and subautomaton S0  S,
f(S0) is a subautomaton of T . For s in S, moreover, f(hsi) = hf(s)i.
A bisimulation between two Moore automata S = (S; ho; ti) and S0 = (S0; ho0; t0i) is a relation
R  S  S0 with, for all s in S, s0 in S0:
if s R s0 then
8<:
(i) o(s) = o0(s0);
(ii) 8 a 2 A : s a−!) (s0 a−! and sa R s0a ); and
(iii) 8 a 2 A : s0 a−!) (s a−! and sa R s0a )
(Sometimes we shall write hs; s0i 2 R rather than s R s0.) A bisimulation between S and itself
is called a bisimulation on S. Unions and (relational) compositions of bisimulations are bisimu-
lations again. We write s  s0 whenever there exists a bisimulation R with s R s0. This relation
, called the bisimilarity relation, is the union of all bisimulations and, therewith, the greatest
bisimulation. The greatest bisimulation on one and the same Moore automaton, again denoted by
, is an equivalence relation. The notions of homomorphism and bisimulation are closely related:
a function f : S ! S0 is a homomorphism if and only if its graph relation fhs; f(s)i j s 2 Sg is a
bisimulation.
Two states are bisimilar i they give rise to the same outputs, now and in any possible future:
Proposition 3.1 For states s and s0 in Moore automata S and S0,
s  s0 i 8w 2 A : s w−!, s0 w−! ; in which case o(sw) = o0(s0w):
Bisimilarity is thus characterized as observational equivalence (with respect to the observation of
outputs). The implication from left to right follows by induction on the length of words, using the
fact that  itself is a bisimulation relation. The reverse implication follows from the observation
that the set of all pairs hs; s0i in S  S0 satisfying the formula on the right of the ‘i’ above, is a
bisimulation relation.
Bisimulation relations and bisimilarity can be characterized as (post-)xed points of a mono-
tone operator  : P(S  S0) ! P(S  S0), which is dened, for a relation R  S  S0 between
Moore automata S and S0, by
(R) = fhs; s0i 2 S  S0 j s and s0 satisfy conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) above g
Proposition 3.2 Let S and S0 be two Moore automata.
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1. A relation R  S  S0 is a bisimulation i R is a post-xed point of : that is, R  (R).
2. Consequently, bisimilarity is the greatest xed point of : = gfp ().
3. It can be obtained as a countable intersection of nite iterations of : = Tn0 n(SS0),
where 0 = id and n+1 =   n.
Proof : The rst statement is by the denition of bisimulation relation. Since the greatest xed
point of a monotone operator on a complete lattice equals the union of all its post-xed points,
and bisimilarity is dened as the union of all bisimulation relations, (2) follows. The inclusion
from left to right, in (3), follows by an easy induction from  S  S0,  (), and the
monotonicity of . For the inclusion from right to left, it is sucient to prove that the innite
intersection is a post-xed point of , since  is the union of all post-xed points of : Putting
I =
T
n0 
n(SS0), we have to show that I  (I). Consider hs; s0i 2 I. Because I  (SS0),
it follows that o(s) = o(s0). Supposing s a−!, it follows from I  n+1(S  S0) that s0 a−! and
hsa; s0ai 2 n(S  S0), for all n  0, which implies hsa; s0ai 2 I. The other case, starting with the
assumption that s0 a−!, is proved similarly. Thus hs; s0i 2 (I). 2
The operator  can be used to compute for a given relation R  SS0, the greatest bisimulation
~R contained in R: by a minor variation on Proposition 3.2, we have that ~R =
T
n0 
n(R).
Note that though (1) and (2) in Proposition 3.2 hold by general considerations for many other
types of coalgebras as well, (3) depends on the fact that our Moore automata are deterministic:
for a state s and input symbol a, there is at most one successor state sa. Generally, (3) does not
hold for non-deterministic systems (for which there is not a unique successor sa for a given state
s and input symbol a).
4 Coinduction and nality
Using the notion of input derivative, a Moore automaton LB (over A and B) is dened that
satises a proof principle called coinduction and that is nal among all Moore automata. It is
universal in the sense that its states represent minimal realisations of all possible behaviours of all
possible Moore automata.
Consider the following set of partial functions from A to B:
LB = f : A ! (1 +B) j dom() 6= ; and dom() is prex-closed g
A reasonable name for the an element  of this set LB might be Moore language, notably in view
of Section 5, where the special case of B = 2 will be treated, for which such elements will represent
(partial) languages indeed.
The set LB can be turned into a Moore automaton using the following notion. Consider
a Moore language  in LB and an input symbol a in A. If a 2 dom() then we dene the
a-derivative or input derivative a of  as the partial function
a : A ! (1 +B); a(w) =

(aw) if aw 2 dom()
* otherwise
If a 62 dom() then the function a itself is undened. Note that if a is dened then dom(a) is
prex-closed because dom() is; moreover, it is non-empty since a 2 dom() implies " 2 dom(a).
Thus a is an element of LB. Next an output function oB : LB ! B and a transition function
tB : LB ! (1 + LB)A are dened, for  2 LB , by
oB() = ("); tB()(a) =

a if a is dened
* otherwise
(Note that (") 2 B, since the fact that dom() is non-empty and prex-closed implies " 2
dom().) Thus we have obtained a Moore automaton (LB ; hoB ; tBi). Note that our notation
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of a = tB()(a), whenever a is dened, is consistent with the notational convention from the
beginning of Section 3, of writing sa = t(s)(a) (whenever this is dened), for a state s in a Moore
automaton (S; ho; ti).
Theorem 4.1 The Moore automaton (LB; hoB ; tBi) satises the principle of coinduction: for all
 and  in LB , if    then  =  .
The theorem can be used as a proof principle: in order to prove  =  , it is sucient to establish
the existence of a bisimulation relation on LB containing the pair h;  i.
Proof : One can easily prove by induction on the length of words w in A that  w−! (in the
automaton LB) i w 2 dom(), in which case oB(w) = (w). If    , for Moore languages 
and  then, by Proposition 3.1,  w−! i  w−!, in which case oB(w) = oB( w). It follows that
dom() = dom( ) and for w in dom( ), (w) =  (w), that is,  =  . 2
The above coinduction principle, and a number of variations still to follow, will be used time and
again in the remainder of the paper. A rst example follows right away.
Theorem 4.2 The Moore automaton (LB ; hoB ; tBi) is nal : For any Moore automaton (S; ho; ti)
there exists a unique homomorphism l : S ! LB . This homomorphism is characterized by the
following equivalence: for s; s0 2 S, s  s0 i l(s) = l(s0).
Proof : For the existence part of the theorem, dene l : S ! LB, for s in S, by w 2 dom(l(s))
i s w−!, in which case l(s)(w) = o(sw). Uniqueness of l follows from the observation that for any
two homomorphisms f; g : S ! LB , the set fhf(s); g(s)i 2 LB  LB j s 2 Sg is a bisimulation
relation on LB. Then f = g follows by coinduction (Theorem 4.1). The latter part of the theorem
is immediate from the denition of l and Proposition 3.1. 2
The Moore language l(s) is called the behaviour of the state s of the automaton S. We also
say that s represents the language l(s), and that l(s) is accepted by the state s. Yet another
formulation is to say that the language l(s) is realized by the state s (in the Moore automaton S).
The uniqueness part of Theorem 4.2 can in fact be easily seen to be equivalent to the coinduction
proof principle of Theorem 4.1. As we shall see in Section 6, the existence part gives rise to
coinductive denitions .
An immediate consequence of Theorem 4.2 is the fact that the subautomaton hi  LB gen-
erated by , which is given by hi = fw j w 2 dom()g is a minimal Moore automaton accepting
. In other words, hi is a minimal realisation of . (See also Section 14, where this subautoma-
ton, for the special case of B = 2, is characterized as a quotient of A with respect to Nerode
equivalence.)
Taking S = LB in Theorem 4.2, one obtains the corollary that the behaviour l() of a Moore
language , viewed as a state of the Moore automaton LB, is equal to the language  itself (since
the identity mapping is a homomorphism and hence equal to l). Moore languages could therefore
be said to \do (behave) as they are", a slogan which applies more generally to any nal coalgebra.
5 The automaton of partial languages
Of special interest are Moore automata for which (the set of inputs A is arbitrary and) the set
of outputs is B = 2 = f0; 1g, the set of Booleans. We shall refer to them as partial automata or
simply automata, and reserve the term Moore automaton for those situations where B is arbitrary.
In this section, the structure of the nal automaton L2 is analyzed in some detail, which consists of
so-called partial languages. Yet another coinduction principle is introduced, formulated in terms
of simulation relations.
The output function of an automaton (S; ho; ti) is now a function o : S ! 2, indicating
whether a state s in S is accepting: o(s) = 1, denoted by s#, or not: o(s) = 0, denoted by s".
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Moore languages, the elements of the nal Moore automaton L2, have now a particularly simple
description:
L2 = L = f(V;W ) j V W  A ; W 6= ; ; and W is prex-closed g
To a Moore language  : A ! 1 + 2 in L2, a pair hV;W i 2 L is assigned, dened by W = dom()
and V = fw 2 W j (w) = 1(2 2)g. Conversely, to a pair hV;W i 2 L a function  2 L2 is
assigned, given for w 2 A by (w) = 1 if w 2 V , = 0 if w 62 V and w 2 W , and is undened if
w 62W . This denes a bijection between L2 and L.
The elements of L are called partial languages or simply languages, and are denoted by L =
(L1; L2). Classically, a language V is dened as a set of words V  A or, equivalently, a total
function V : A ! 2. Such languages can be embedded into L by mapping V : A ! 2 to the
pair (V;A). The image of this embedding clearly consists of all languages L = (L1; L2) in L with
L2 = A. Such languages will be called classical (another name could be total).
Furthermore the following constants are introduced, one for each of the elements in 2 and one
for each input symbol a in A:
0 = (;; f"g); 1 = (f"g; f"g); a = (fag; f"; ag)
The automaton structure on L is obtained using the denition of L2 (Section 4), in combination
with the isomorphism L = L2 above. An explicit description is as follows. Let a in A be an input
symbol. The a-derivative or input derivative La of a language L = (L1; L2) in L is dened
whenever a 2 L2, and is given by
La = (L1a; L
2
a) i a 2 L2
(recalling that for a set V  A, Va = fw 2 A j aw 2 V g). If a 62 L2 then La is undened. More
generally, we dene
Lw = (L1w; L
2
w) i w 2 L2
As before, a-derivatives are the basis for an automaton structure (L; hoL; tLi) on L, which is now
given, for L 2 L, by
oL(L) =

1 if " 2 L1
0 if " 62 L1 ; tL(L)(a) =

La if La is dened
* otherwise
Note that if La is dened then L1a  L2a, L2a 6= ;, and L2a is prex-closed. Thus La is an element
of L, indeed. Using the notational conventions introduced before, one has
L # i " 2 L1 ; L w−!Lw i Lw is dened i w 2 L2
For the constant languages 0, 1 and a dened above, there is thus the following behaviour:
0"; 1#; a"; 0−6!; 1−6!; a a−!1; a b−6! for b 6= a
The following theorem repeats, for future reference, Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 for the present case.
Theorem 5.1 (1) The automaton (L; hoL; tLi) satises the principle of coinduction: for all K
and L in L, if K  L then K = L. (2) The automaton (L; hoL; tLi) is nal : For any automaton
(S; ho; ti) there exists a unique homomorphism l : S ! L. This homomorphism is characterized
by the following equivalence: for s; s0 2 S, s  s0 i l(s) = l(s0). 2
We shall see many examples of denitions by coinduction, based on part (2) of the theorem, in
Section 6, and of proofs by coinduction, based on part (1), in Section 7. For an automaton S, the
unique homomorphism l : S ! L now maps a state s in S to
l(s) = (L1s; L
2
s) = (fw j s w−! and sw#g; fw j s w−!g)
In control theory, these sets are sometimes called the marked and the closed behaviour of s, a
terminology which will not be used here.
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The presence of an ordering on the set 2 of observations: 0  1, allows for the following
generalisation of the notion of bisimulation, together with a corresponding coinduction proof
principle. A simulation between two automata S = (S; ho; ti) and S0 = (S0; ho0; t0i) is a relation
R  S  S0 with, for all s in S, s0 in S0:
if s R s0 then

(i) o(s)  o0(s0); and
(ii) 8 a 2 A : s a−!) (s0 a−! and sa R s0a )
Note that (i) is equivalent to: if s# then s0#. Unions and (relational) compositions of simulations
are simulations again. We write s  s0 whenever there exists a simulation R with s R s0. This
relation , called the similarity relation, is the union of all simulations and, therewith, the greatest
simulation. Writing K  L i K1  L1 and K2  L2, for languages K = (K1;K2) and
L = (L1; L2) in L, there is the following theorem.
Theorem 5.2 For all K and L in L, if K  L then K  L. 2
(The converse implication also holds.) The proof of this theorem is an easy variation on the proof
of Theorem 5.1(1). Note that for automata, a relation R is a bisimulation i both R and R−1,
the inverse of R, are simulations. Therefore, Theorem 5.2 implies Theorem 5.1(1). (This relies
on the fact that our automata are deterministic. Generally, this does not hold for deterministic
automata.)
There is yet another characterization of the nal automaton L, stemming from [Rut98] (varying
on a result from [Bre98]), which has featured in certain metric models of concurrent programming
languages (cf. [dB91] and [BV96]). It will play no role in the rest of the paper. Let A1 = A
[ A![
A , where A is as before, A! is the set of all innite words over A, and A  = fw  j w 2 Ag,
(assuming that  62 A). For an innite word w = a1a2a3    in A! and a natural number n  1, the
n-th truncation of w is given by w[n] = a1    an. Let for a word w in A and a subset V  A1 ,
the w-derivative of V be dened by Vw = fv 2 A1 j wv 2 V g, where concatenation of words is
extended to A1 in the obvious way. Call V (metrically) closed
1 if, for an innite word w in A!,
Vw[n] 6= ; for all n  1 implies w 2 V . Typically, a1 is closed, whereas a is not. The set V is
consistent if for all words w in A,  2 Vw i Vw = fg. For instance, fab; ac; bg is consistent
whereas fab; ag is not.
Theorem 5.3 L(= L2 ) = fV  A1 j V is non-empty, closed, and consistentg
Proof : The following two mappings constitute a bijection. From left to right, a partial language
L = (L1; L2) is sent to
L1 [ fw   j w 62 V; w 2W; 8 a 2 A : w  a 62W g [ fw 2 A! j 8n  0 : w[n] 2Wg
Conversely, a non-empty, closed, and consistent set V  A1 is mapped to the partial language
(V \ A; V ), where V is the set of all prexes of words in V (with the convention that v  w  
i v  w). 2
6 Operators on partial languages
This section introduces a number of operators on partial languages, including the synchronized
(shue) product and an operation called supervised product. These denitions will be coinductive
and are given by equations that resemble (partial) dierential equations from classical analysis,
since they are formulated in terms of a-derivatives. In [Rut99], a unied treatment of both
operators on automata and classical dierential equations is given. Although the present section
contains some new operators, all results are variations on similar constructions in [Rut98] and
[Rut99], a reason why proofs are given in one of the appendices (Section 13).
For languages K and L in L, the following operators will be introduced:
1The terminology is explained by the fact that this denition is equivalent to being closed with respect to the
metric topology on A1 induced by the Baire metric.
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K + L: sum
KL: concatenation
K: Kleene star (or repetition)
K kI L: synchronous product (for I  A)
K =I L: supervised product (for I  A)
These operators are dened for languages K = (K1;K2) and L = (L1; L2) in L, and thus gen-
eralize the corresponding denitions for classical languages (included in L as L = (L;A)). The
denitions take the shape of specications that are behavioural in the following sense. Recall that
the behaviour of a language L, viewed as a state of the automaton L, is determined by the values
of oL(L) and tL(L), which tell us whether L is accepting or not (recall that L# i " 2 L), and
what the steps are that L can take. The latter are dened, for any input symbol a in A, in terms
of a-derivatives: L a−!La i a 2 L2. The denitions below, now, specify the behaviour of (the
result of applying) the operators, by explicitly describing their a-derivatives and observations. In
Section 13, it is proved that this type of denition is justied, that is, that there exist unique
operators satisfying the clauses below. Since the key ingredient in the proof is the fact that L is
a nal automaton, we say that these operators are dened by coinduction:
(K + L)a = Ka + La (K + L)# i K# or L#
(KL)a =

KaL if K"
KaL+ La if K# (KL)# i K# and L#
(K)a = KaK (K)#
(K kI L)a =

(Ka kI L) + (K kI La) if a 62 I
Ka kI La if a 2 I (K kI L)# i K# and L#
(K =I L)a =
8<: Ka =I La if K
a−! and L a−!
0 =I La if K a−6! and L a−! and a 2 I
* otherwise
(K =I L)# i L#
We adhere (here and in the remainder of the paper) to the following convention regarding the
(un)denedness of plus, concatenation, and the synchronous product:
* +X = X+ *= X; * X =*
*kI X = X kI*=*
For instance, if Ka is undened and X = L then Ka + L should be read as L whereas both KaL
and Ka kI L are undened. As a further illustration, note that it follows that (KL)a = La in case
Ka is undened, K#, and La is dened.)
Sum, concatenation, and star generalize the usual operations on (total) languages to partial
languages (although their denitions look dierent from the classical inductive ones). The syn-
chronized product K kI L, with respect to a set of input symbols I  A, allows K and L to shue
their respective a-steps as long as a is not in I; if a is in I then K and L should take that a-step
synchronously. There are two special cases that deserve a notation of their own, called the (free)
shue product, and the intersection of K and L, respectively:
K k L = K k; L ; K ^ L = K kA L
Note that in the denition of the synchronous product, regardless of what I  A is, there is no
restriction on the ‘alphabets’ of (that is, the input symbols occurring in) the languages K and L.
Notably, these need not be disjoint in the denition of the shue product.
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In the supervised product K =I L, the language K acts as a supervisor that restricts the
behaviour of L by forbidding certain steps: Only those a-steps of L are allowed that either K
itself can take as well, or that are in I, where the set I is a given set of favoured actions. In
Section 8 and further, the typical choice for I will be the set of so-called uncontrollable actions,
which no supervisor can ever block. After an a-step of both K and L, the resulting language La
will be supervised by Ka, which has taken the passing of the a-step into account as well. In case
L a−!, K a−6! and a 2 I, the supervised product transforms into 0=ILa, implying that in the future
only those steps of La are allowed that are in I. For the purpose of the present paper, this type
of supervisor will be sucient but, more generally, one often denes a supervisor as a function
 : A ! P(A). The supervision by a (partial) language K corresponds to a supervisor K which
is dened, for any word w in A, by
K(w) = fa 2 A j K wa−!g [ I
In Section 9, we shall use the following generalisation of the sum, dened on families of lan-
guages:
(
[
fKi j i 2 Ig)a =
[
f(Ki)a j i 2 I and Ki a−!g;
(
[
fKi j i 2 Ig) # i (9 i 2 I : (Ki)# )
One can prove by coinduction that some of the above denitions of the operators on L could
also have been given using formulae familiar from classical language theory as in, for instance,
K + L = (K1 [ L1;K2 [ L2)
KL = (fvw j v 2 K1; w 2 L1g; fvw j v 2 K2; w 2 L2g)
K =
[
n0
Kn
For the synchronized and supervised products, such ‘internal’ descriptions (in terms of the elements
of the languages involved) are possible as well, but they are rather awkward and not very practical
to use. More importantly, however, none of these internal descriptions will be of much use to us:
all our proofs will be by coinduction, requiring the construction of bisimulation relations. Since
bisimulation relations are dened in terms of a-steps, such constructions are most easily based on
the behavioural specications above. This will be illustrated by many examples in Section 7.
7 Coinduction and regularity
A procedural explanation of proofs by coinduction is given, which is shown to be eective for
regular partial languages. A series of examples concludes this section, which may help the reader
to acquire the skill of input derivation and the technique of proofs by coinduction.
The strength of the present coinduction proof principle is that it can be used to prove any
valid equality of partial languages, and that it always works in the same way: In order to prove
an equality K = L of partial languages K and L in L, one denes a relation R in stages. The rst
pair to be included is hK;Li. Next the following step is repeated until it does not yield any new
pairs: for any pair hM;Ni already present in R and for any input symbol a in A, one investigates
whether both Ma and Na are dened, in which case the pair hMa; Nai is added to R. If neither
Ma nor Na is dened, no pair has to be added to R, and we continue. If only one of them is
dened, the procedure aborts, and we conclude that very moment that K 6= L. When adding a
pair hM;Ni to R, at any stage of its construction, we should check whether M# i N#. If this
condition is not fullled the procedure aborts and, again, the conclusion is that K 6= L. If the
procedure never aborts then the relation R is, by construction, a bisimulation and K = L follows,
by coinduction (Theorem 5.1(1)).
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The coinductive proof principle is eective, that is, terminates in nitely many steps, for partial
languages that are regular. First this notion will be formally dened and compared to the classical
notion of regularity, and then a series of examples of coinductive proofs will be presented.
A language L in L is regular if it is an element of the set R  L, which is inductively dened
by
1. 0 2 R, 1 2 R, and a 2 R (for a 2 A)
2. if K 2 R and L 2 R then (K + L) 2 R, (KL) 2 R and K 2 R
The class of regular partial languages contains all classical regular languages, but has many more
elements. Notably, concatenation of a classical language L with the constant language 0 (classically
dened as the empty set) yields 0 again: 0L = L0 = 0. Recalling the denition of the constant
partial language 0 = (;; f"g), one still has 0L = 0, for partial languages L 2 L, but generally,
L0 6= 0: for instance, a0 = (;; f"; ag). (See items 7 and 8 in Examples 7.5 below.) The behaviour
of a0 consists of the ability of taking an a-step to 0, which then blocks; neither a0 nor 0 are
accepting.
The following theorem immediately implies the eectivity of the coinductive proof method. In
its proof, we shall need the familiar laws for sum, formulated in the lemma below. The proof of
the lemma provides a rst simple exercise in coinductive reasoning.
Lemma 7.1 For languages K, L, and M in L,
K +K = K ; K + L = L+K ; (K + L) +M = K + (L+M)
Proof : To prove the rst law, consider the relation R = fhK +K;Ki j K 2 Lg on L. For a pair
hK + K;Ki in R, note that (K + K)# i K#, and that h(K + K)a;Kai = hKa + Ka;Kai 2 R.
This proves that R is a bisimulation relation, from which the rst law follows by coinduction.
For the commutativity law, a rst attempt for the denition of a bisimulation relation might be,
similarly, T = fhK + L;L+ Ki j K;L 2 Lg. Trying to prove that this is indeed a bisimulation,
one investigates a-steps of pairs hK + L;L+ Ki in T , for input symbols a in A. If both Ka and
La are dened then h(K + L)a; (L + K)ai = hKa + La; La + Kai 2 T , indeed. However, if Ka
is dened and La is not, we nd that h(K + L)a; (L + K)ai = hKa;Kai, which is not (at once
recognizable as) an element of T . The remedy should be clear: rather than working with T , one
shows that T [ fhK;Ki j K 2 Lg is a bisimulation, which is trivial. Then the second law follws
by coinduction, after all. The third law is proved in the same manner. 2
Theorem 7.2 For a language L in L, L is regular i the subautomaton hLi  L generated by L
is nite.
Proof : ()) For any language L in L, hLi = fLw j w 2 A and L w−!g. This set is clearly nite
for the constant languages 0, 1, and a. Next assume that both hKi and hLi are nite. It is
immediate from the denition of (K + L)a that hK + Li is nite. For KL one can show, by
induction on the length of words w, that (KL)w = K 0 + L0 +    + L00, for some K 0 2 hKi and
L0; : : : ; L00 2 hLi. Using the idempotency, commutativity, and associativity laws for +, it follows
that there are only nitely many such languages, which proves that hKLi is nite. Similarly, one
shows that (K)w = K 0K +    + K 00K, for some languages K 0; : : : ;K 00 2 hKi, implying that
hKi is nite.
(() This half of the theorem is proved in very much the same way as the half of Kleene’s Theorem
that states that the language recognized by a nite automaton is regular. Only sketching the proof,
therefore, we observe that the behaviour of the nite automaton hLi is determined by a nite set
of nite equations of the shape K = aKa +    + bKb + x, for any K in hLi, where the set
fa; : : : ; bg = fa j K a−!g and where x = 1, if K#, and x = 0, otherwise. Solving this system of
equations using some of the familiar laws for languages (notably including: if L" and K = LK+M
then K = LM , proved in Examples 7.5.14 below), one nds regular expressions for each of the
elements K in hLi, including L itself. 2
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Corollary 7.3 For regular languages K and L in R, let k = jhKij and l = jhLij be the sizes of
the subautomata of L they generate. The coinductive proof method described above decides in at
most k  l steps whether K = L or not.
Proof : Equality ofK and L follows by coinduction from the construction of a bisimulation relation
containing the pair hK;Li, consisting of pairs hKw; Lwi for words w in A. Since Kw 2 hKi and
Lw 2 hLi, for any word w, there are at most k  l many of such pairs. 2
The other operators, synchronized product and supervised product, preserve regularity as well.
Proposition 7.4 If K and L are regular languages then so are K kB L and K =B L.
Proof: Consider regular languages K and L. By Theorem 7.2, it is sucient to prove that
hK kB Li and hK =B Li are nite subautomata of L or, equivalently, that there are only nitely
many derivates (K kB L)w and (K =B L)w. This follows from the denition of these respective
products in a similar way to the rst half of the proof of Theorem 7.2. 2
Examples 7.5 Things are trivial at the outset here, but rapidly become somewhat more inter-
esting.
1. (1)a and (0)a are undened, 1# and 0".
2. (a)a = 1, and (a)b is undened, for b 6= a, and a".
3. (a+ b)a = (a+ b)b = 1
4. ((a+ b))a = (a+ b)a(a+ b) = 1(a+ b), and similarly ((a+ b))b = 1(a+ b).
5. Since (1K)a = Ka and 1K" i K", the relation fhK; 1Ki j K 2 Lg [ fhK;Ki j K 2 Lg is a
bisimulation on L. Thus 1K = K, by coinduction.
6. As a consequence: ((a+ b))a = ((a+ b))b = (a+ b).
7. 0K = 0 and 0+K = K, since fh0K; 0i j K 2 Lg and fh0+K;Ki j K 2 Lg are bisimulations.
8. K0 = (;;K2) (and so, generally, K0 6= 0): R = fhK0; (;;K2)i j K 2 Lg is a bisimulation,
since both (K0)" and (;;K2)", and h(K0)a; (;;K2)ai = hKa; (;;K2a)i 2 R.
9. For the law K(L+M) = KL+KM , we consider the relation
R = fhK(L+M) +N; KL+KM +Ni j K;L;M;N 2 Lg
and reason as follows to show that it is a bisimulation (assuming that K#, the case of K"
being similar):
(K(L+M) +N)a
= Ka (L+M) + La +Ma +Na
R KaL+KaM + La +Ma +Na
= KaL+ La +KaM +Ma +Na
= (KL)a + (KM)a +Na
= (KL+KM +N)a
10. (ba)a = 1 and (ba)b = ba, hence ((ba))a = (ba) and ((ba))b = (ba)(ba).
11. Let K = (ba)ab. Then K" and assuming a 6= b, we nd Ka = K + b and Kb = (ba)K.
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12. With K as above, (K + b)K = (a+ b): the following two-element relation
R = fh(K + b)K; (a+ b)i; h((ba)K + b)K; (a+ b)i g
can be shown to be a bisimulation relation on L, from which the equality follows by coin-
duction. Treating one interesting case in detail, we reason as follows:
((K + b)K)b
= (Kb + (b)b)K +KbK [note that (K + b)#]
= KbK + bK +KbK
= KbK + bK
= ((ba)K)K + bK
= ((ba)K + b)K
R (a+ b)
= ((a+ b))b
13. The reader is invited to take courage now, and to try and prove the following equality:
[(ba)ab] = 1 + a(a + b) + (a + b)aa(a + b). A proof by coinduction can be found in
[Rut98]. It uses a 5-element bisimulation relation, which contains the two-element relation
R of Example 12 as a subset.
14. If L" and K = LK + M then K = LM : Consider languages K, L, and M in L with L"
and K = LK +M . It will be sucient to prove that the relation
R = fh(UK + V ); (ULM + V )i j U; V 2 Lg
which includes hK;LMi = h1K + 0; 1(LM) + 0i, is a bisimulation. First observe that, for
languages U and V in L, (UK + V )# i (ULM + V )#, since K# i M#. Assuming U# (the
other case being similar), one has
(UK + V )a
= (UK)a + Va
= UaK +Ka + Va
= UaK + (LK +M)a + Va [since K = LK +M , by assumption]
= UaK + LaK +Ma + Va [since L", by assumption]
= (Ua + La)K + (Ma + Va)
R (Ua + La)(LM) + (Ma + Va)
= Ua(LM) + LaLM +Ma + Va
= (U(LM))a + Va
= (U(LM) + V )a
This proves that R is a bisimulation relation.
15. Here are some examples of derivatives of the shue and synchronized product:
([ab] kfag [ac])a = b[ab] kfag c[ac]
([ab] k [ac])a = (b[ab] k [ac]) + ([ab] k c[ac])
([ab] k [cd])c = [ab] k d[cd]
( ([ab] k [cd]) kfcg [ce] )c = ([ab] k d[cd]) kfcg e[ce]
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16. Let A = fa; ug and L = a+uuau. By computing the derivatives of L: La = 1, Lu = uau,
(uau)u = uau, (uau)a = u, (u)u = u, we obtain the following picture of the
automaton hLi  L generated by L:
L
u //
a

uau
BCED uGF
a

1 u EDBC u@AOO
Note that the automaton is nite because L is regular (by Theorem 7.2).
17. This example illustrates Theorem 7.2 again, by showing a language that is not regular and
the corresponding innite automaton it generates. Let A = fa; ug and let the language E
be given by the following coinductive denition:
Ea = 1; Eu = E(1 + u); E"
(The unique existence of a languageE satisfying these equations can be proved along the lines
of the proof of the well-denedness of the operators in Section 13.) Computing derivatives
again, we nd (E(1 + u))a = 1 + u and (E(1 + u))u = Eu(1 + u) = E(1 + u)2. Continuing
this way, the following picture of hEi is obtained:
E
u //
a

E(1 + u) u //
a

E(1 + u)2 u //
a

E(1 + u)3 u //
a

  
1 (1 + u)uoo (1 + u)
2
u
oo (1 + u)3uoo   uoo
One can easily prove that all of the expressions occurring in this picture represent dierent
languages or, equivalently, that none of them are pairwise bisimilar. Thus the automaton
hEi is innite, indeed, and consequently, the language E is not regular.
8 Controllability
A notion of controllability is introduced in terms of control relations on automata. Using them
to characterize the corresponding notion from control theory (of controllable sublanguage), a
coinduction proof principle for controllability is obtained. Strengthening the denition of control
relation, we then introduce partial bisimulations, which have a pleasant characterization: two
languages K and L are partially bisimilar i the result of supervising L with K equals K.
Here and in the remainder of this paper, let the set of input symbols be given by A = C + U ,
the disjoint union of two sets C and U , whose elements are called, respectively, controllable input
symbols (or events) and uncontrollable input symbols. A relationR  SS0 between two automata
S = (S; ho; ti) and S0 = (S0; ho0; t0i) is a control relation if, for all s in S and s0 in S0:
if s R s0 then

(i) 8 a 2 A : ( s a−! and s0 a−! ) ) sa R s0a ; and
(ii) 8u 2 U : s0 u−!) (s u−! and su R s0u )
(Note that the ‘and suR s0u’ in (ii) already follows from (i).) Unions and (relational) compositions
of control relations are control relations again. We write s U s0 whenever there exists a control
relation R with s R s0, and say that s is controllable with respect to s0. The intuition is that the
behaviour of (that is, the language represented by) s can be obtained by suitably constraining
the behaviour of s0, where constraining means forbidding certain steps that s0 (at some stage) can
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take, but in such a way that only steps in C and no steps in U are forbidden. The relation U ,
called the controllability relation, is the union of all control relations and, therewith, the greatest
control relation.
Clearly, the denition of control relation is a variation on both the denitions of simulation and
bisimulation. Note that unlike those denitions, it does not depend on the observation functions
o and o0, since it does not contain any requirements regarding acceptance of states. We have
chosen the symbol U for the controllability relation, since it suggests that U -steps from the right
component should be mimicked by the left component.
The above denition of controllability is consistent with the following notion from control
theory: A (classical) language K  A is controllable with respect to a (classical) language L  A
(which is the closed behaviour of an automaton G) if
KU \ L  K
where K is the prex-closure of K and where KU = fvu 2 A j v 2 K and u 2 Ug. In
order to make the connection between the two denitions precise, we rst generalize the latter to
partial languages: A language K = (K1;K2) in L is controllable with respect to another language
L = (L1; L2) in L i K2U \ L2  K2. Now there is the following theorem.
Theorem 8.1 For all K and L in L, K U L i K2U \ L2  K2.
The implication from left to right serves again as a coinductive proof principle, similar to Theorems
4.1 and 5.2. The procedural interpretation of the coinductive proof principle, described in Section
7, again applies: Proving that a language K is controllable with respect to another language L
amounts to the step by step construction of a control relation R, starting with the pair hK;Li. If
at some stage of the construction the relation contains a pair hM;Ni with N u−! and M u−6!, for
some u in U , then the procedure aborts, and we conclude that K is not controllable with respect
to L. Otherwise the procedure is continued until no new pairs are found. Then the result is,
by construction, a control relation, and it follows from Theorem 8.1 that K is controllable with
respect to L. Also the proof of Corollary 7.3 applies again: if the languages K and L are regular
then the procedure is eective, because in that case, the number of pairs hKw; Lwi, for words w
in A, is nite.
Proof of Theorem 8.1: ()) Consider languages K and L in L with K U L, and consider
w 2 A and u 2 U with w 2 K2 and wu 2 L2. Since L2 is prex-closed, also w 2 L2. Therefore
K w−! and L w−!, whence Kw U Lw, by repeated application of (i) above to the control relation
U . Now wu 2 L2 implies Lw u−!, and thus Kw u−!, by (ii) above. Equivalently, wu 2 K2, which
was to be shown.
(() Let R = fhM;Ni j M;N 2 L and M2U \ N2  M2 g. Consider languages M and N with
MRN , and suppose M a−! and N a−!, for an input symbol a 2 A. Then M2U \N2 M2 implies
M2aU \N2a M2a , whence Ma RNa. If N u−!, for u 2 U , then u 2 N2. Since u = "u 2M2U , this
implies u 2M2, whence M u−!. This proves that R is a control relation. 2
Examples 8.2 Here are some simple examples of proofs of controllability.
1. Let C = fa; bg, U = fu; vg, K = avb, and L = (a(u + vb)). Then K 6U L, since
La = (u+ vb)L u−! and Ka = vb u−6!.
2. With C, U , and L as in the previous example, let K = au + av. Then K U L because
fhK;Li; hu+ v; (u+ vb)Li; h1; Li; h1; bLig is a control relation.
Next the notion of partial bisimulation is introduced. It generalizes that of control relation
and is possibly more natural, as is illustrated by the fact that it can be precisely characterized
in terms of supervisors (see Theorem 8.3 below): A relation R  S  S0 between two automata
S = (S; ho; ti) and S0 = (S0; ho0; t0i) is a partial bisimulation if, for all s in S and s0 in S0:
if s R s0 then
8<:
(i) o(s) = o0(s0);
(ii) 8 a 2 A : s a−! ) (s0 a−! and sa R s0a ); and
(iii) 8u 2 U : s0 u−!) (s u−! and su R s0u )
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Unions and (relational) compositions of partial bisimulations are partial bisimulations again. We
write sUs0 whenever there exists a partial bisimulation R with sRs0. This relation U , called the
partial bisimilarity relation, is the union of all partial bisimulations and, therewith, the greatest
partial bisimulation. The name partial bisimulation is clearly motivated by the fact that its de-
nition can be obtained by weakening the denition of bisimulation, more specically, by requiring
the condition in clause (iii) to hold for uncontrollable input symbols u 2 U only rather than for
any a in A.
The following theorem gives a precise characterization of the notion of partial bisimilarity.
Theorem 8.3 For languages K and L in L, KUL i K = (K =U L).
The implication from left to right of this theorem has again a procedural reading: In order to
show, for two given languages K and L, that K can be obtained from L by means of a supervised
product (with K), it is sucient to establish the existence of a partial bisimulation containing the
pair hK;Li. Again, the procedure is complete, and eective for regular K and L.
Proof of Theorem 8.3: ()) Assuming KUL, we shall prove K  (K =U L), from which the
equality then follows by coinduction (Theorem 5.1(1)). Dene
R = fhM; (M =U N) i jM;N 2 L and MUN g
In order to show that R is a bisimulation relation on L, consider M and N with M RN . First of
all note that M# i N#, since MUN , i (M=U N)#, by the denition of the supervised product.
If M a−!, for a in A, then N a−! whence (M=U N) a−!. In that case, (M=U N)a = (Ma =U Na) and
since MaUNa, Ma R (Ma =U Na). If (M =U N) a−!, for a in A, then either: M a−! and N a−!, or:
M a−6!, N a−!, and a 2 U . The latter possibility, however, is contradicted by the fact that MUN ,
so we are back in the previous case. This proves that R is a bisimulation relation.
(() For the reverse implication, we show that
T = fhM;Ni jM;N 2 L and M = (M =U N)g
is a partial bisimulation. For M and N with M T N , M# i (M =U N)# i N#. If M a−!, for a in
A, then (M=UN) = M a−!. This implies N a−!, by the denition of (M=UN), and MaT Na, since
Ma = (M =U N)a = (Ma =U Na). Conversely, if N u−!, for u in U this time, then (M =U N) u−!,
and thus M = (M =U N) u−! as well. We have Mu = (M =U N)u = (Mu =U Nu), where the latter
equality follows from the fact that both M u−! and N u−!. Thus Mu T Nu. This proves that T is
a partial bisimulation. 2
Examples 8.4 Here are some examples of partially bisimilar languages:
1. Let C = fag, U = fu; vg, K = u(a+ vv0), and L = ua+ uvvav. Because
fhK;Li; ha+ vv0; a+ vvavi; h1; 1i; hv0; vavig
is a partial bisimulation, KUL (and hence K = K =U L, by Theorem 8.3).
2. Let C = fc1; c2g and U = fp1; p2g, let K = c1p1c2M + 1 with M = (c1p1p2c2 + c1p2p1c2 +
p2c1p1c2)p2, and let L = (c1p1) k (c2p2). (See Example 9.5 for an operational intuition for
these languages.) We claim that KUL, because the following relation is readily shown to
be a partial bisimulation: f hK;Li; hp1c2M; p1(c1p1) k (c2p2)i; hc2M; Li; hM; (c1p1) k
p2(c2p2)i; h(p1p2c2 + p2p1c2)M; p1(c1p1) k p2(c2p2)i; hp2c2M; (c1p1) k p2(c2p2)i g.
It is immediate from the denitions that any partial bisimulation is also a simulation, as well as
a control relation. More precisely, there is the following characterization of partial bisimilarity,
which can be proved along the lines of Theorems 5.2 and 8.1. It will play no role in the sequel.
Proposition 8.5 For languages K = (K1;K2) and L = (L1; L2) in L,
KUL i K  L, K U L, and K1 = K2 \ L1
(A language K for which K1 = K2 \ L1, is sometimes called L1-closed.) 2
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9 Supremal controllable sublanguages
The problem to be solved here is the following: Given two languages E and L, we want to nd
the largest language K in L such that both K  E and KUL. (The set of input symbols is
again assumed to consist of controllable and uncontrollable actions: A = C + U .) Intuitively,
L represents some given unconstrained behaviour that should be minimally restricted, as before
by forbidding controllable steps only, in such a way that the resulting behaviour satises the
specication E. In this section, the existence of the language K is proved and a procedure for the
construction of an automaton representing K is described. This procedure is eective whenever
the languages E and L are regular.
Before we proceed, let us mention that there are quite a few problems related to the one above,
which can be tackled by means of the techniques described below. For instance, one might look
for the largest language K with K  E and K U L. Yet another problem is to nd the largest
K with K  E and KUL, such that K is moreover non-blocking. This latter problem will be
dealt with in all detail in Section 10, using a minor variation of the present results, the rst of
which is the following theorem.
Theorem 9.1 Let E and L be two languages, and suppose there exists a language F in L with
F  E and FUL. Then there exists a largest language K in L satisfying K  E and KUL. It
is given by
K =
[
fF 2 L j F  E and FUL g
Proof : The requirement on the existence of a language F with F  E and FUL ensures that
the union above is not taken over the empty set. The theorem is a direct consequence of the
observation that, for any family of languages fFigi2I , if Fi  E for all i 2 I then (
S
i2I Fi)  E,
and if FiUL for all i 2 I then (
S
i2I Fi)UL. The rst of these implications is trivial. For
the second, assume FiUL for all i 2 I, and let fRigi2I be a corresponding family of partial
bisimulations. Since the relation R = fhSj2J Fj ; Ni j J  I and 8 j 2 J : hFj ; Ni 2 Rjg is a
partial bisimulation, which is readily veried, it follows that (
S
i2I Fi)UL. 2
An immediate consequence of this theorem is the existence of an optimal supervisor for L, ensuring
that the specication E will be satised: By Theorem 8.3, we have that K = K =U L.
Next an automaton will be constructed that represents K. It is obtained by means of a xed
point construction that resembles the description, in Proposition 3.2, of bisimilarity as a greatest
xed point. It is a little dierent, however, and the dierence is somewhat subtle.
The following construction will be carried out: for any two automata S and T with designated
(initial) states s in S and t in T , we shall construct an automaton X with designated state x such
that: x ‘satises’ s, that is, x  s; such that xU t; and such that x is maximal (with respect to
) among all states (in any automaton) with those two properties. The solution to the original
problem, that is, a representation for K, will then be obtained, in Corollary 9.4 below, by taking
s = E and t = L in the automaton L of partial languages.
As a preliminary, we rst show how any relation H  S  T between automata S and T can
be turned into an automaton by dening acceptance and transitions, for any hp; qi in H and a in
A, by
hp; qi # i (p # and q#)
hp; qia =
 hpa; qai if p a−! and q a−! and hpa; qai 2 H
* otherwise
The various relations that will come up below will be considered as automata in this sense. Now
consider any two automata S and T with designated (initial) states s in S and t in T . Let the
relation R  S  T be dened by
R = fhsw; twi j w 2 A and s w−! and t w−!g
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The set R thus carries an automaton structure as described above. Consider the following mono-
tone operation , which maps a relation H  S  T to
(H) = fhp; qi 2 H j (q# ) p#) and 8u 2 U : q u−!) (p u−! and hpu; qui 2 H )g
and dene
~R =
\
n0
n(R)
The set ~R is again an automaton but note that it is generally not a subautomaton of R: for a given
state hp; qi 2 ~R, some of the states that were reachable in R may have disappeared from ~R. Also
note that the computation of the automaton ~R is eective in case the subautomata hsi  S and
hti  T generated by s and t are nite (in which case the languages l(s) and l(t) they represent
are regular, by Theorem 7.2): If e = jhsij and l = jhtij then the automaton R consists of at most
e l states. This implies that ~R is obtained from R in at most e l applications of .
Theorem 9.2 Let the automaton ~R be as dened above:
1. For any state v in an automaton V : if v  s and vU t then hs; ti 2 ~R and v  hs; ti.
2. If hs; ti 2 ~R then hs; ti  s and hs; tiU t.
For the proof of the theorem, the following lemma will be used. It says that ~R is the greatest xed
point of  that is contained in R.
Lemma 9.3 For  and ~R as dened above,
1. ~R = ( ~R)
2. For R0  R: if R0  (R0) then R0  ~R.
Proof of Lemma 9.3: By the denition of , (H)  H for any H  S  T , proving the
inclusion from right to left in the rst statement. Using the rst statement, the second statement
is immediate by the monotonicity of . To prove ~R  ( ~R), consider hp; qi 2 ~R. Because
~R  (R), q# implies p#. Next suppose q u−! for some u in U . Since hp; qi 2 n+1(R), for n  0,
we have p u−! and hpu; qui 2 n(R), for n  0, implying hpu; qui 2 ~R. Thus hp; qi 2 ( ~R). 2
Proof of Theorem 9.2: For 1, consider a state v in an automaton V with v  s and vU t. Let
H  V S be a simulation relation with v H s, and let Q  V  T be a partial bisimulation with
v Q t. Dene
P = fhp; qi 2 R j 9 z 2 V : z H p and z Q qg
We show that P  (P ): for hp; qi 2 P , there is z 2 V with zH p and zQq. If q# then z#, since Q
is a partial bisimulation, whence p#, because H is a simulation relation. If q u−!, for u 2 U , then
z u−!, p u−!, with zu H pu and zu Q qu and thus hpu; qui 2 P , for the same reasons. This proves
that hp; qi 2 (P ), hence P  (P ). Consequently, by Lemma 9.3, P  ~R. In other words: if
z H p and z Q q then hp; qi 2 ~R. Note that this implies in particular that hs; ti 2 ~R. Another
consequence is that the set P 0 = fhz; hp; qii j z 2 V; p 2 S; q 2 T; z H p and z Q qg is a relation
P 0  V  ~R. It is easily seen to be a simulation relation, which proves v  hs; ti.
For 2, we assume that hs; ti 2 ~R. For the inequality hs; ti  s, it is sucient to show that
fhhp; qi; pi j hp; qi 2 ~R g is a simulation relation between ~R and S, which is immediate from the
denition of the automaton ~R. For hs; tiU t, consider the relation H = fhhp; qi; qi j hp; qi 2 ~R g.
We prove that H is a partial bisimulation between ~R and T . For a pair hp; qi 2 ~R:
(i) hp; qi# i (p# and q#) i q#, since hp; qi 2 ~R = ( ~R).
(ii) If hp; qi a−!, for a in A, then both p a−! and q a−! and hpa; qai in ~R.
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(iii) If q u−!, for u in U , then p u−! and hpu; qui 2 ~R, since hp; qi 2 ~R = ( ~R).
Thus H is a partial bisimulation, which concludes the proof of 2. 2
An application of Theorem 9.2 to our original problem yields the following corollary.
Corollary 9.4 Let E and L be two languages, and suppose there exists a language F with F  E
and FUL. The construction above yields an automaton ~R with hE;Li 2 ~R and
l(hE;F i) = (K = )
[
fF 2 L j F  E and FUL g
(l : ~R! L is the unique homomorphism given by the nality of L).
Proof : In the construction of ~R above, take S = T = L, s = E, and t = L. Putting V = L and
v = F , the assumptions of the corollary validate the conditions of part 1 of Theorem 9.2. As a
consequence, hE;Li 2 ~R and F  hE;Li and FUhE;Li. Because l : ~R! L is a homomorphism,
hE;Li and l(hE;Li) are bisimilar, hence F  l(hE;Li) and FU l(hE;Li). Part 2 of Theorem 9.2
implies l(hE;Li)  E and l(hE;Li)UL. This proves l(hE;Li) = K. 2
Example 9.5 Let A = fc1; c2; p1; p2g and dene
I1 = (c1p1); W1 = p1I1; I2 = (c2p2); W2 = p2I2; Be = (p1c2); Bf = c2Be
The language I1 is the behaviour of an abstract machine that repeatedly consumes some input by
executing c1 and then (after some internal computation not modelled here) produces some output
by executing p2. One may view I1 as the (initial) idle state and W1 as the working state of the
machine. Similarly, I2 and W2 constitute a second such machine. The states Be and Bf are the
empty and the full state of a buer, whose role will be explained below. There are the following
transitions:
I1
c1

W1
p1
XX I2
c2

W2
p2
XX Be
p1

Bf
c2
XX
The unconstrained behaviour of this example is the shue product of I1 and I2:
L = I1 k I2
in which the steps of both machines are interleaved:
I1 k I2
c1

c2 ,,
I1 kW2
p2
kk
c1

W1 k I2
c2 ,,
p1
WW
W1 kW2
p1
WW
p2
ll
The outputs p1 produced by machine 1 are intended to be consumed as inputs c2 by machine 2.
Moreover, we assume that before machine 1 produces a next output, its previous output must
have been consumed by machine 2. None of these assumptions are modelled by the behaviour L,
and so our aim is to restrict L in such a way that these requirements are met. An elegant way of
specifying them is to assume the presence of a one-place buer such as the one introduced above.
In the empty state Be, the buer can store an output from machine 1 by synchronizing with the
action p1, meanwhile moving to the full state Bf . Next it can pass this output on to machine 2 by
synchronizing with c2, returning to the empty state. The specication E can now be dened by
E = (L kfp1;c2g Be) = Lk^Be
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using k^ as a shorthand for the synchronized product kfp1;c2g. Note that E  L. A last assumption
is that a machine can be forbidden to consume an input, that is, to execute its c step, but once a
machine has entered its working state, the production of its output is autonomous. Formally, this
is modelled by assuming
C = fc1; c2g; U = fp1; p2g
The problem now has become to nd the largest language K such that K  E and KUL.
Applying the method of Theorem 9.2, the relation R turns out to consist of the following 8 pairs:
R = fhEw; Lwi j w 2 A and E w−! and L w−!g
= f h (I1 k I2)k^Be; (I1 k I2) i; h (I1 k I2)k^Bf ; (I1 k I2) i;
h (I1 kW2)k^Be; (I1 kW2) i; h (I1 kW2)k^Bf ; (I1 kW2) i;
h (W1 k I2)k^Be; (W1 k I2) i; h (W1 k I2)k^Bf ; (W1 k I2) i;
h (W1 kW2)k^Be; (W1 kW2) i; h (W1 kW2)k^Bf ; (W1 kW2) i g
The set R carries an automaton structure as dened above: the only accepting state is the rst
element, and transitions are determined by a-derivatives, as in
h (W1 k I2)k^Be; (W1 k I2) i p1−! h (I1 k I2)k^Bf ; (I1 k I2) i
For the computation of ~R, one application of  is sucient, since
~R = (R) = R− f h (W1 k I2)k^Bf ; (W1 k I2) i; h (W1 kW2)k^Bf ; (W1 kW2) i g
The removal of, for instance, the rst of these pairs is explained by
(W1 k I2) p1−! and (W1 k I2)k^Bf p1−6!
Denoting the elements of ~R by their rst components only, the automaton looks like
(W1 k I2)k^Be
p1 ’’OO
OOO
OOO
OOO
(I1 k I2)k^Bec1oo (I1 kW2)k^Bep2oo c1 // (W1 kW2)k^Be
p2
rr
p1wwnnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
(I1 k I2)k^Bf
c2
77ooooooooooo
(I1 kW2)k^Bfp2oo
The languageK we were after is now obtained as the language represented by the state (I1 k I2)k^Be
in the automaton above: K = l((I1 k I2)k^Be). Solving the equations corresponding to this 6-state
automaton, the following explicit description is obtained:
K = c1p1c2 (c1p1p2c2 + c1p2p1c2 + p2c1p1c2)p2 + 1
Example 9.6 This example is intended to illustrate that if the languages E and L are not regular
then the construction of ~R out of R in general does take innitely many steps. Consider A = C+U
with C = fag and U = fug, let L = a+ uuau, and let E be given by the following coinductive
denition:
Ea = 1; Eu = E(1 + u); E"
Although L is clearly regular, E is not: see examples 16 and 17 in Examples 7.5 for a description
of the subautomata hLi  L and hEi  L they generate. Setting out to nd the largest language
K with K  E and KUL, we compute
R = R0 [ f h(1 + u)k; ui j k  0 g; where
R0 = fhE;Li; h1; 1ig [ fhE(1 + u)k; uaui j k  1 g
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(here we use the convention that (1 + u)0 = 1). By induction on the number of applications of ,
we nd, for all n  0,
n(R) = R0 [ f h(1 + u)k; ui j k  n g
whence ~R = R0. The language K is represented by the state hE;Li in the automaton ~R, which
looks like
h1; 1i hE;Liaoo u // hE(1 + u); uaui u // hE(1 + u)2; uaui u //   
Since hE;Li and the language a+ u0 in L are bisimilar, it follows that K = a+ u0. 2
10 Non-blocking languages
First the notion of a non-blocking language is introduced, and then the following variation of the
problem of Section 9 is studied: Given two languages E and L, we want to nd the largest language
K in L such that both K  E and KUL and such that, moreover, K is non-blocking. Again
the existence of K is proved and a procedure for the construction of a representing automaton is
given. This time the procedure is dened for regular languages only (the procedure of Section 9
worked for arbitrary languages but was eective for regular languages).
For a state s in an automaton S, we write s& i there exists a word w 2 A with s w−! and
sw#. A state s in S is non-blocking if
8 v 2 A : if s v−! then sv&
In words: from any state that is reachable from s, one can reach an accepting state. Since the set L
of partial languages carries an automaton structure, we can also speak of non-blocking languages.
For any language L = (L1; L2) in L, the following are equivalent:
1. The language L = (L1; L2) is non-blocking
2. For all words w 2 A, if L w−! then Lw&
3. For all words w 2 L2, there exists a word v 2 A with wv 2 L1
4. L2  L1 (the prex-closure of L1)
5. L2 = L1
(For the last equivalence, recall that L1  L2, always.) Because a state s in an automaton S is
non-blocking i the language l(s) = (L1s; L2s) it represents is non-blocking (since l : S ! L is a
homomorphism), it follows that
s is non-blocking i L1s = L
2
s
This condition can also be taken as a denition. Accordingly, a state is called blocking i the
inclusion L1s  L2s is strict: L1s 6= L2s.
A word of caution about the terminology seems in order here. Let us call a state s in an
automaton S a deadlock i s−6! and s". A state s is a livelock i the subautomaton hsi of S
generated by s is non-empty and contains no deadlock states and no accepting states. (A typical
example of a livelock state is s with s" and with s a−!s as the only transition.) It is straightforward
to see that a state s is non-blocking i hsi contains no deadlock and no livelock states. One could
argue, therefore, that non-locking would actually be a better name.
The following is an easy variation on Theorem 9.1.
Theorem 10.1 Let E and L be two languages, and suppose there exists a non-blocking language
F in L with F  E and FUL. Then there exists a largest non-blocking language K in L
satisfying K  E and KUL. It is given by
K =
[
fF 2 L j F  E and FUL and F is non-blockingg
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Proof : The proof is as before, adding the observation that for a family of languages fFigi2I , if
F 2i = F
1
i for all i 2 I then F 2 = F 1, where F =
S
i2I Fi. 2
In order to construct an automaton representing K, the xed point construction of Section 9 will
be varied as follows. Consider any two automata S and T with designated (initial) states s in S
and t in T , such that the subautomata hsi  S and hti  T generated by s and t are nite and
consider again the relation R  S  T dened by R = fhsw; twi j w 2 A and s w−! and t w−!g,
which is now nite. Relations H  S  T carry an automaton structure as dened in Section 9.
Consider the following monotone operation Ψ, which maps a relation H  S  T to
Ψ(H) = (H) \ fhp; qi 2 H j hp; qi & in Hg
where  is the operator of Section 9. Note that hp; qi& should be interpreted in the automaton
H. Let ~R  R be dened by
R^ =
\
n0
Ψn(R)
There are the following variations of Lemma 9.3, Theorem 9.2, and Corollary 9.4.
Lemma 10.2 For Ψ and R^ as dened above,
1. R^ = Ψ(R^)
2. For R0  R: if R0  Ψ(R0) then R0  R^.
Note that R^ is nite because R is.
Proof : Since R  Ψ1(R)  Ψ2(R)     and R is nite, there exists a natural number k (less than
the size of R) such that for all n  0, Ψk(R) = Ψk+n(R). This implies R^ = Ψk(R) = Ψk+1(R) =
Ψ(R^), proving 1. Clause 2 follows, as before, from the monotonicity of Ψ. 2
Theorem 10.3 Let the automaton R^ be as dened above.
1. For any non-blocking state v in an automaton V : if v  s and vU t then hs; ti 2 ~R and
v  hs; ti.
2. If hs; ti 2 ~R then hs; ti is non-blocking, hs; ti  s, and hs; tiU t.
Proof : For the proof of 1, let v be a non-blocking state in an automaton V with v  s and vU t.
We now consider the relation
P = fhp; qi 2 R j 9 z 2 V : z is non-blocking and z H p and z Q qg
Again P  Ψ(P ): If hp; qi 2 P then there is a non-blocking state z 2 V with z H p and z Q q.
Because z is non-blocking there exists a word w 2 A with z w−!zw#. This implies p w−!pw# and
q w−!qw#, because H is a simulation and Q is a partial bisimulation relation. It follows that
hp; qi w−!hpw; qwi#, in P , whence hp; qi&. This argument, in combination with the corresponding
proof of Theorem 9.2, proves that hp; qi 2 Ψ(P ). As a consequence,
P 0 = fhz; hp; qii j z is non-blocking and z H p and z Q qg
is again a well-dened simulation relation, which proves v  hs; ti. For 2, we need to show in
addition to the proof of Theorem 9.2, that if hs; ti is an element of R^ then hs; ti is non-blocking:
Suppose hs; ti w−!hs; tiw = hsw; twi in R^, for some word w 2 A. Since hsw; twi 2 R^  Ψ(R^), we
have hsw; twi&, in R^. Thus hs; ti is non-blocking, which concludes the proof of 2. 2
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Corollary 10.4 Let E and L be two regular languages, and suppose there exists a non-blocking
language F with F  E and FUL. The construction above yields an automaton ~R with hE;Li 2
~R and
l(hE;F i) = (K = )
[
fF 2 L j F  E and FUL and F is non-blockingg
(l : ~R! L is the unique homomorphism given by the nality of L).
Proof : As before, the conclusion follows from the lemma and theorem above, which do apply
since the regularity of the languages E and L guarantees, by Theorem 7.2, that the subautomata
they generate are nite. 2
Example 9.6 illustrates that Corollary 10.4 does not hold for languages E and L that are not
regular. It is easily seen that, for this particular example, it makes no dierence whether  or Ψ
is repeatedly applied to R. Therefore, R^ = ~R = R0. And the language K = a + u0 represented
by hE;Li in R0, is not non-blocking, indeed.
For an example illustrating the construction above, the reader is referred to the appendix in
Section 15.
11 Output-control consistency
A coinductive denition is presented of an operation that transforms a (certain type of Moore)
automaton into one that is so-called output-control-consistent. The procedural interpretation of
this coinductive denition yields an algorithm that is more ecient than those in the literature.
For this, we return to the more general setting of Moore automata (S; ho; ti) of Section 3, with
inputs in a set A and outputs in a set B = B [ fg, where A and B are arbitrary and  is a
special element not in B. Thus the output function o : S ! B assigns to each state either an
output in B or the so-called silent output  . A state s in S is called invisible i o(s) =  , also
denoted by s". And a state s is called visible i o(s) = b 2 B, denoted by s# b. The outputs B of
the automaton S are intended for the use of a supervisor at some higher level, which will base its
decisions about how to restrict the behaviour of S on these outputs. The element  is used when
a (low level) state of S is considered irrelevant for the (high level) supervisor.
There is much more to be said about the context of the present section, which is the hierarchical
supervision of discrete-event systems. Here we shall only deal with the following problem: Given
a partition of the input symbols A into controllable and uncontrollable ones: A = CA + UA,
dene likewise such a partition for the output symbols: B = CB + UB which is consistent with
the partition of A, or in other words, such that the automaton S is output-control-consistent . A
formal denition will follow in a second, but here is a typical example of what should be avoided.
Let CA = fag, UA = fug, and B = fb; b0g, and consider
s # b a //
u

s0 # b0
s00"
u
;;xxxxxxxx
For this (fragment of an) automaton, it is impossible to decide whether output symbol b0 should
be controllable or not: starting in a visible state s, there is both a controllable path s a−!s0 and
an uncontrollable path s uu−!s0 from s to s0. The intended observable behaviour on the higher
level corresponding to these paths, is in both cases bb0. Therefore it is not possible to decide,
irrespective of the choice for b, whether b0 should be considered controllable or not. The way out
will be to change the automaton into a new one, in which the state s0 will occur twice, once with
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a controllable version of b0 and once with an uncontrollable version of b0, as in
s # b a //
u

s0c # b0c
s00" u // s0u # b0u
The coinductive denition below will do precisely that. For the formal denition of output-control
consistency, let us call a path s w−!s0 in S, with w 2 A, silent if both s and s0 are visible and all
intermediate states (that is, sw0 with w0  w and w0 6= w) are invisible. Furthermore call a silent
path w controllable if w contains at least one controllable symbol c in CA, and uncontrollable
otherwise. Formally, now, an automaton S is output-control-consistent if the partitions A =
CA + UA and B = CB + UB are such that the following holds: For any two visible states s with
output b and s0 with output b0, either all of the silent paths between s and s0 are controllable and
b0 is controllable in B: b0 2 CB, or all of these paths are uncontrollable and b0 is uncontrollable in
B: b0 2 UB.
Using the coinductive denition technique from Sections 6 and 13, solving the problem turns
out to be easier than specifying it. Consider a Moore automaton (S; ho; ti) with inputs in A and
outputs in B = B [ fg. We dene a new Moore automaton (S0; ho0; t0i) as follows. Let
S0 = fC(s) j s 2 Sg [ fU(s) j s 2 Sg
The automaton S0 has inputs again in A, but the set of outputs is O = O [ fg, with
O = CO + UO; CO = fC(b) j b 2 Bg; UO = fU(b) j b 2 Bg
So for every state s in S, the automaton S0 contains two copies C(s) and U(s) and, similarly, the
new set of output symbols O contains ( and) for every output symbol b in B two copies C(b)
and U(b). The output function o0 : S0 ! O is dened by the following clauses:
o0(C(s)) =

 if o(s) = 
C(b) if o(s) = b 2 B o
0(U(s)) =

 if o(s) = 
U(b) if o(s) = b 2 B
Writing (s0)a = t0(s0)(a) as usual, the transition function t0 : S0 ! (1 + S0)A is given by
(C(s))a =
8<: U(sa) if s
a−! and (a 2 UA and s is visible)
C(sa) if s a−! and (a 2 CA or s is invisible)
* otherwise
(U(s))a =
8<: U(sa) if s
a−! and a 2 UA
C(sa) if s a−! and a 2 CA
* otherwise
The automaton S0, we now claim, is output-control-consistent. This can be easily checked, using
the formal denition of output-control consistency given above. Rather than giving the proof in
detail, let us try to explain the intuition behind the construction of S0. The syntactic annotations
C(s) and U(s) on a state s in S can be understood as giving the following information about what
happened before that state was reached: Being in a state C(s) means that since the last time that
we have passed through a visible state, we have encountered at least one controllable input symbol
a in CA. Dually, if we are in a state U(s) then all of the input symbols that we have encountered
since the last time that we passed through a visible state, have been uncontrollable.
Note that for any practical application of the above denition, the automaton S0 could be built
step for step, starting from a nite Moore automaton S with a silent initial state s in S. The rst
state to be included in S0 would be U(s). Next only those states will be added that correspond
to states in S that are reachable from s. It is immediate from the construction of S0 that the size
of its state space is at most twice that of S. The computational complexity of this algorithmic
reading of the denition of S0, starting with a Moore automaton with n states and m transitions,
will be of order O(n+m): for each state in S there are at most two new states in S0, and to each
of the transitions s a−!s0 in S will correspond at most four transitions in S0, determined by the
choices of either C or U for both s and s0.
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12 Notes and discussion
As was mentioned in Section 3, the perspective of this paper is essentially coalgebraic, putting
the notions of (Moore) automaton (which is a particular coalgebra), homomorphism, and bisim-
ulation at the very heart of the theory, immediately followed by the notions of nal automaton
(in particular, the automaton of partial languages in Section 5) and coinduction. Most of the
denitions and observations in Sections 3 and 4 are instances of more general ones, belonging to a
theory called (universal) coalgebra. Notably, the denition of a bisimulation relation on Moore au-
tomata is an instance of the coalgebraic denition of bisimulation, which at its turn is a categorical
generalization, due to Aczel and Mendler [AM89], of Park’s [Par81] and Milner’s [Mil80] notion
of bisimulation for concurrent branching processes. This general categorical denition applies to
many dierent examples, including non-deterministic and probabilistic transition systems, object-
based systems, formal power series, innite data structures, various other types of automata,
and dynamical systems. See [Rut96, JR97] and the references therein for more information on
coalgebra, and see [JMRR98, JR99] for many recent developments in coalgebra.
Sections 5 through 7 repeat and extend parts of [Rut98]. There the use of a-derivatives in
coinductive denition and proof principles for (ordinary) languages L  A was introduced, again
following the general coalgebraic approach but also inspired by Brzozowski’s paper [Brz64], where
a-derivatives seem to appear rst, and Conway’s book [Con71]. Although [Rut98] briefly mentions
partial automata, the present characterization of a nal partial automaton in terms of partial
languages in Section 5 is new, as is the coinductive denition of the supervised product.
Our main references on the supervisory control of discrete event systems have been Ramadge
and Wonham’s papers [RW89] and [WR87], and Wonham’s lecture notes [Won99]. The notion of
controllable sublanguage is taken from there, and so is the problem of the computation of supremal
controllable sublanguages. Some of the examples of the present paper have been taken from these
references as well. For an easy-going introduction to discrete event systems, containing many
examples, see also [CL99].
The notions of control relation and of partial bisimulation in Section 8 are to the best of our
knowledge new, as well as their use in the coinductive proof principle for showing controllability. (A
word on the terminology: the name ‘partial’ bisimulation has been used before, at various places,
and with dierent meanings.) In [WR87], the existence of the supremal controllable sublanguage
K of a given language L and satisfying another language E is proved for classical (non-blocking)
languages K, L, and E. Here this is generalized to partial (possibly blocking) languages. The
algorithm for the computation of K, in [WR87, Section 6], works for classical regular languages
L and E with E  L and L prex-closed. The present algorithm in Section 9 applies to arbitrary
partial languages, and the algorithm in Section 10 works for all partial languages that are regular.
Both algorithms are variations on Proposition 3.2 in Section 3, which at its turn is a variation on
a similar such xed-point characterization for bisimilarity on non-deterministic processes [Mil89].
In Wonham’s lecture notes, there is an algorithm for the transformation of a nite automaton into
an output-control-consistent one [Won99, Section 5.7], with estimated computational complexity
O(nm(n+m)) (where n is the number of states and m the number of transitions). The coinductive
algorithm presented in Section 11 is of order O(n+m).
In [BL98, Thm 3.1], the connection between (Park and Milner’s) bisimilarity and controllability
is proved for the special case of (nite) partial Moore automata, in which all states are accepting,
and for which the (classical) language accepted by the rst is a subset of the second. This
observation is retrieved here as a special instance of Theorem 8.1, which is formulated using the
more general notion of control relation. A more important dierence is our use of control relations
in coinductive proofs of the controllability of one language with respect to another, as in Examples
8.2. Another contribution of [BL98] is the use of a partition algorithm for the computation of the
bisimilarity relation from [Fer90], for solving the supervisory control problem. Their algorithm
for the non-blocking case consists of a repeated alternation of an application of this partition
algorithm with a trimming step. In contrast, our solution for the same problem (in Section 10),
is best characterized as a variation on the original partition algorithm, moving from ordinary
bisimilarity to partial bisimilarity. The proof of the correctness of our construction is particularly
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simple, because of the use of coinduction. The question whether it will give rise to more ecient
algorithms, has not been addressed here.
The general denition and theory of coalgebra is essentially categorical, though it has for
our present purposes not been necessary to discuss any category theory at all. We have simply
focussed on one concrete category of coalgebras, namely the family of partial Moore automata.
Of earlier categorical approaches to control theory, we should mention the work by Arbib and
Manes, notably [AM74], in which the authors give a categorical account of the duality between
reachability (a simple instance of controllability) and observability. In [AM74], coalgebras are not
mentioned but appear implicitly. In some of their later work (notably in [MA86], nal coalgebras
(called terminal there) do occur explicitly, and are used as models for the behaviour of (total)
Moore automata. A crucial dierence with recent uses of coalgebras, and with the present paper,
is the absence in their work of a logical proof principle for reasoning about nal coalgebras. It was
not until the afore mentioned introduction of bisimulation into the world of coalgebra by Aczel
and Mendler, in the late eighties, that a general coinduction proof principle could be formulated
at all. And it is precisely the use of coinductive denitions and proofs that, in our view, makes
coalgebra relevant for control theory.
It should be clear, however, that we have only made some very rst and preliminary steps
regarding the use of coalgebraic and coinductive techniques for the control of discrete event sys-
tems. From the coalgebraic perspective, these systems constitute yet another class of examples
of interesting coalgebras, which pose new questions and give rise to new variations (such as the
notion of partial bisimulation) on standard coalgebraic repertoire. At the same time, the use of
coalgebra and coinduction constitutes a new technique that extends the more common algebraic
approach to (automata theory and) the control of discrete event systems. In conclusion, we men-
tion one example of a topic for further research. Both the problem of supervisory control with
partial observations, and the problem of hierarchical supervision, involve the abstraction from
(unobservable or low-level) events. It seems natural to extend the present coalgebraic approach
with the use of (variations of) the notion of weak bisimulation relations (also called observational
equivalences), which have been introduced into the world of communication processes to model
the abstraction from so-called internal or silent moves (cf. [Mil89]).
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13 Appendix: coinductive denitions
The unique existence is proved of the operators dened by the behavioural specications in Section
6. The key ingredient in the proof is the fact that L is a nal automaton. Let for any automaton
(S; ho; ti) a set ES of expressions be given by the following syntax:
E ::= s j E + F j EF j E j (E kI F ) j (E =I F )
where for every state s in S, a symbol s is included in E , and where I  A. The set ES is next
supplied with an automaton structure (ES ; hoE ; tEi). The functions oE : ES ! 2 and tE : ES !
(1 + ES)A are dened by induction on the structure of expressions, using the automaton structure
of S for the symbols s, and following the structure of the behavioural specications of the operators
in Section 6:
oE(s) = oL(s); oE(E + F ) = maxfoE(E); oE(F ) g; oE(E) = 1;
oE(EF ) = oE(E kI F ) = minfoE(E); oE(F ) g; oE(E =I F ) = oE(F )
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Writing Ea for tE(E)(a), the function tE : E ! (1 + E)A is given by the following clauses:
(s)a = sa; (E + F )a = Ea + Fa; (E)a = EaE
(EF )a =

Ea F if oE(E) = 0
Ea F + Fa if oE(E) = 1
(E kI F )a =

(Ea kI F ) + (E kI Fa) if a 62 I
Ea kI Fa if a 2 I
(E =I F )a =
8<: Ea =I Fa if E
a−! and F a−!
0 =I Fa if E a−6! and F a−! and a 2 I
* otherwise
Here (s)a is dened i sa is dened in S. Furthermore the same conventions regarding undened-
ness apply that were mentioned in Section 6. The automaton (ES ; hoE ; tEi) contains for states
s and t in S expressions like, for instance, s kI t, whose behaviour (acceptance and transitions)
has been dened precisely according to the behavioural specication of this operator in Section
6. The automaton ES is well-behaved in the sense that bisimilarity is a congruence relation with
respect to the operators: e.g., if E  E0 and F  F 0 then EF  E0F 0, and similarly for the
other operators. This can be easily proved and is ultimately due to the format of the behavioural
specications we have been using in Section 6.
Next we can dene the operators on partial languages that we are after, by choosing for S the
automaton of languages L. Writing E for EL, there exists a unique homomorphism of automata:
l : E ! L, because L is a nal automaton (Theorem 5.1(2)), which assigns to each expression E
the language l(E) it represents. It can be used to dene the operators on L that we are looking
for:
K + L = l(K + L); KL = l(K L); K = l(K);
K kI L = l(K kI L); K =I L = l(K =I L)
One can show that l(K) = K and that l is compositional, e.g., l(EF ) = l(E)l(F ), using the
principle of coinduction (Theorem 5.1(1)) and the afore mentioned fact that bisimilarity on E is
a congruence relation. For instance, the rst statement follows by coinduction from the fact that
fhl(K); Ki j K 2 Lg is a bisimulation relation on L. One can now readily prove that the operators
we have dened are solutions of their dening equations, using the fact that l is a compositional
homomorphism. Uniqueness of these solutions follows from the uniqueness of l. 2
14 Appendix: Nerode equivalence
We briefly mention the connection between the automaton L of languages (Section 5) and Nerode
equivalence, which is used in automata theory for the construction of minimal realisations. Nerode
equivalence plays no role in the rest of our story.
For a language L = (L1; L2) in L, an automaton (SL; ho; ti) is dened as follows. Let SL = L2
and dene o : SL ! 2 and t : SL ! (1 + SL)A, for w 2 SL, by o(w) = 1 i w 2 L1, and
by t(w)(a) = wa if wa 2 L2, and t(w)(a) is undened, otherwise. The unique homomorphism
l : SL ! L maps a word w to the w-derivative of L: l(w) = Lw. This follows by coinduction
(Theorem 5.1(1)) from the fact that fhl(w); Lwi j w 2 L2g is a bisimulation relation on L. Note
that as a consequence, the function l identies two words v and w in L2 i for all u 2 A,
(vu 2 L1 () wu 2 L1 ) and (vu 2 L2 () wu 2 L2 )
In the case of a classical language L = (L;A), the second condition is vacuously true because
L2 = A. What remains is precisely the denition of Nerode equivalence L with respect to L:
for words v and w in A,
v L w i (8u 2 A : vu 2 L () wu 2 L )
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Thus we have sofar proved that l(v) = l(w) i v L w. Since " generates all of the automaton
SL: h"i = A, and since l(") = L" = L and l(h"i) = hl(")i) (because l is a homomorphism), we
have obtained a characterization of the subautomaton hLi  L generated by L as the quotient of
A with respect to Nerode equivalence:
(A= L) = l(SL) = l(h"i) = hl(")i = hLi
15 Appendix: cat and mouse
We illustrate the construction of Section 10 with Wonham and Ramadge’s charming example of a
cat and a mouse placed in a maze ([RW89]). The maze consists of ve rooms numbered 0 through
4, and both the cat and the mouse can move from one room to another according to the transitions
in the automata below:
Cat :
1
c2 //
c7
2#
c3
 



0
c1
^^========
c4
    
  
  
 
3 c5
// 4
c6
__@@@@@@@@
Mouse :
2
m2 // 1
m3
    
  
  
 
0
m1
__@@@@@@@@
m4
 



4#
m5
// 3
m6
^^========
A transition of the form i ck−!j means that the cat can move from room i to room j, using doorway
ck, and similarly for the mouse. Dierent labels for the cat and the mouse are used to indicate
that each doorway is for the exclusive use of the cat (c labels) or the mouse (m labels). And all
doorways can be traversed in one direction only (as indicated by the transition arrow), but for cat
doorway c7, which may be used by the cat to move both from room 1 to room 3 and vice versa.
The home basis for the cat is room number 2 and for the mouse it is room number 4, which are
at the same time the only accepting states in the two respective automata.
The unrestrained behaviour of cat and mouse together is represented by the shue product
of both automata, which in our setting can be dened by the subautomaton of L generated by
lc(2) k lm(4), where lc : Cat ! L and lm : Mouse ! L (by nality of L). This automaton
T = hlc(2) k lm(4)i is readily seen to consists of 25 states, which we shall number as ij, for i and
j between 0 and 4, and with the obvious transitions, such as 02 c1−!12. The designated state for T
is t = 24, in which both cat and mouse are in their respective home bases; it is at the same time
the only accepting state of T .
Next the free behaviour of cat and mouse should be restrained in such a way that they will
never be in the same room together. Moreover, the resulting behaviour should be non-blocking,
meaning that from any reachable state, the accepting state 24 should be reachable. This models
the requirement that both the cat and the mouse can at all times return to their home bases
again. It is assumed, furthermore, that the behaviour of cat and mouse can be constrained by
closing at certain moments in time some doorways, and that all doorways can be opened and
closed, but for the afore mentioned doorway c7, which is always open. So let us put A = C + U
with C = fck j 0  k  6g [ fmk j 0  k  6g and U = fc7g. Let the automaton S be dened
by S = T − fii j 0  i  4g, with transitions as in T as far as they do not involve any of the
forbidden states, and with designated state s = 24. Now the problem has been formalized in such
a way that the construction described in Section 10 can be applied. The relation R  S  T used
there looks like R = fhij; iji j 0  i; j  4 and i 6= jg. We nd
Ψ(R) = R− fh13; 13i; h31; 31ig
Ψ2(R) = Ψ(R)− fh01; 01i; h03; 03ig
Ψn(R) = Ψ2(R) for all n  2
Two elements are removed from R because 13 and 31 can take a c7-step in T but not in S. And
two elements are removed from Ψ(R) because they are not non-blocking: neither from h01; 01i
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nor from h03; 03i the accepting state h24; 24i can be reached. After this, the situation stabilizes,
leaving us with an automaton R^ with 16 states. Looking at the subautomaton in R^ generated by
our designated state hs; ti = h24; 24i, we nd (writing ij rather than hij; iji):
04
c4

c1
!!C
CC
CC
CC
C 24#
c3oo
m5
!!C
CC
CC
CC
C 20
m4oo
34 c7 14
c2
OO
23
m6
OO
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